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Mathematical Structure of Modal
Interactions in a Spinning DiskStationary Load System
In a previous paper (Chen and Bogy, 1992) we studied the effects of various load
parameters, such as friction force, transverse mass, damping, stiffness and the
analogous pitching parameters, of a stationary load system in contact with the
spinning disk on the natural frequencies and stability of the system when the original
eigenvalues of interest are well separated. This paper is a follow-up investigation to
deal with the situations in which two eigenvalues of the freely spinning disk are
almost equal (degenerate) and strong modal interactions occur when the load parameters are introduced. After comparing an eigenfunction expansion with the finite
element numerical results, we find that for each of the transverse and pitching load
parameters, a properly chosen two-mode approximation can exhibit all the important
features of the eigenvalue changes. Based on this two-mode approximation we study
the mathematical structure of the eigenvalues in the neighborhood of degenerate
points in the natural frequency-rotation speed plane. In the case of friction force,
however, it is found that at least a four-mode approximation is required to reproduce
the eigenvalue structure. The observations and analyses presented provide physical
insight into the modal interactions induced by various load parameters in a spinning
disk-stationary load system.

Introduction
The dynamics of a spinning disk in contact with a stationary
load system has attracted much attention because of its applications in such fields as computer disk memory units and
circular saws. Iwan and Moeller's (1976) work appears to be
the first publication on this subject in which they calculated
the natural frequencies of vibration and discussed the instabilities caused by the addition of translational mass, damping,
and stiffness in the load system. Ono et al. (1991) extended
Iwan and Moeller's work to include the corresponding rotational (pitching) parameters in the load system as well as the
friction force between the spinning disk and the stationary
load system (see Fig. 1). They concluded that pitching parameters have similar effects as their transverse counterparts and
friction force tends to destabilize the forward travelling wave
but stabilizes the reflected and backward travelling waves. In
an attempt to give an explanation of these phenomena observed
from calculations, Chen and Bogy (1992) derived expressions
for the derivatives of the eigenvalues with respect to various
parameters in the load system. However, this formulation is
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useful only when the eigenvalues of interest are well separated
and interactions between the neighboring modes are negligible.
However, it is not uncommon that some eigenvalues (which
are purely imaginary in the case of a freely spinning disk) are

disk

(b)
Fig. 1(a) Global picture of the spinning disk and the stationary load
system, (b) parameters in the load system
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very close ^o each other, or even identical. In such cases, the
strong interactions between the neighboring modes have to be
taken into account when the load parameters are applied. Although modal interactions in a spinning disk-stationary load
system have been recognized for some time, the mathematical
structure of these phenomena was not well understood.
While perturbation theory is a useful approach for dealing
with this problem (Perkins and Mote, 1986), it encounters the
difficulty that the radius of convergence of the perturbation
series may approach zero as the unperturbed eigenvalues in
question get closer to each other. In particular, when two
eigenvalues coincide, the radius of convergence may vanish
and the perturbation problem becomes singular (Bender and
Orszag, 1978).
In the present paper we study the mathematical structure of
this eigenvalue problem when two eigenvalues are identical or
very close to each other in the frequency-rotation speed parameter space. By using the orthogonality relations developed
in Chen and Bogy (1992) and the eigenfunction expansion
method, we replace the original partial differential equation
by a system of infinite linear homogeneous algebraic equations.
Through a sequence of approximations obtained by truncating
an infinite dimensional matrix, we establish that the sequence
converges very fast to the exact solution in the presence of
both the transverse and pitching parameters. Furthermore, it
is found that a simple two-mode approximation displays the
general features of the eigenvalue changes with the load parameters. Based on the two-mode approximation, we examine
analytically the properties of the perturbed eigenvalues as functions of the load parameters when two modes are almost degenerate.
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S'O) is the derivative of the Dirac delta function.
Equation (2) can also be cast in the first-order operator form
(A + A ) x „ - ( B + B)x = 0

(3)

by defining the state vector
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w
and the matrix differential operators
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Equation of Motion
Consider a circular, elastic disk rotating in contact with a
stationary load system containing transverse mass mz, spring
kz, dashpot cz, and the analogous pitching elements 1$, k^, c$,
as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the load system applies a
constant friction force Fe to the disk in the circumferential
direction at the coupling point between the load system and
the spinning disk. The equation of motion of this coupled
system, in terms of transverse displacement w and with respect
to the stationary coordinate system (r, 0), can be written as
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For a freely spinning disk (i.e., in the absence of the load
system), Eq. (2) can be reduced to
Mw,„ + Gw,t + Kw = Q.

(4)

Since M and K are symmetric and G is skew, Eq. (4) is a
standard gyroscopic equation. The eigenvalues of the e ' timereduced form of Eq. (4), together with the associated homogeneous boundary conditions, are purely imaginary and occur
in complex conjugate pairs, i.e., \°m„ = iwmm where wmn is real.
The eigenfunction corresponding to }?mn is in general complex
and assumes the form

h
ha«
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Rmn is a real^alued function of r. The eigenfunction corresponding to \°m„ is H^,„, where overbar means complex con£)5(0) I mzwr„ + czw<l + kzw + — wiB
jugate. If we consider only the positive um„, then wmn in Eq.
r
(5) with +ind is a backward travelling wave with n nodal
+ ?8(r- £)[(I<t,w,tte + ^ w , « + ^w,,)5(0)],<, (1) diameters and m nodal circles, which is also denoted by (m,
n)b. Similarly, w°m„ with —inO is a forward travelling wave
(m, n)f. Of interest is the dependence of the natural frequencies
where
on the rotation speed fi. The critical speed fic for the mode
1
Eti
(m, n) is defined as the rotation speed at which wmn of the
D=
V4 =
2
2+
+ 2
12(1 - v y
dr r dr r dP
backward travelling wave (m,ri)bis zero. For fi greater than
The parameters Q,p,h,E, and v are the rotation speed, density, fic, this mode is a forward travelling wave, and is called a
"reflected wave," denoted by (m, ri)r. Figure 2 shows the
thickness, Young's modulus, and Poisson's ratio of the disk.
natural
frequencies, both positive and negative, for a 5.25-in.
5(:) is the Dirac delta function. The coupling position between
the load system and disk is assumed to be r = £ and 0 = 0. computer floppy disk as functions of rotation speed. This result
is obtained from a finite element computation presented in
The spinning disk is clamped at the inner radius r = a and
Ono et al. (1991). The material properties of the disk used in
free at the outer radius r = b. The generalized plane stresses
the
calculation are p = 1.3 x l(r kg/m 3 , E = 4.9 x 109
a r and og are due to the centrifugal effect. We neglect the effect
2
N/m
, v = 0.3, h = 0.078 mm, a = 17.5 mm, b = 65.0 mm,
of the friction force on these in-plane stresses because the
and
Vb
= 0.75.
coefficients of friction in the systems of interest are usually
It is noted from Fig. 2 that there are four different situations
relatively low. Equation (1) can be rewritten in the operator
in which two eigenvalues become degenerate, that is, the natform
ural frequency loci intersect.
(M+M)wtll+
(G+G)w„+
(K+K)w=0
(2)
Case A: A reflected wave meets a backward wave, for
example, point A is the intersection of modes (0,2)r and (0, !)&.
where

I
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into Eq. (4) we get, for each n, an ordinary differential equation
for Rm„(r),
(wm„±nn)2Rm„(r)

QnR«,n(r) =
where

d
Qn
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Fig. 2 Natural frequency versus rotation speed for a freely spinning
disk

Case B: A backward wave meets its complex conjugate at
its critical speed, for example, point B isjhe intersection of
mode (0,5) and its complex conjugate, (0,5).
Case C: A forward or backward wave meets another forward or backward wave, for example, point C is the intersection of modes (0,2)^ and (0,1) 6 .
Case D: A reflected wave meets another reflected wave,
for example, point D is the intersection of modes (0,3)r and
(0,4)r.
In the following, we shall study the behavior of eigenvalue
changes in the neighborhood of these intersection points resulting from the addition of various load parameters.
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Continuing this procedure through all the eigenfunctions we
obtain an infinite matrix equation satisfied by the coefficients
WHrt'

Hc = 0

XmnXp ,rdrd6
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Substituting Eq. (8) into (3) and taking the inner product between x°mn and both sides of Eq. (3), with use of the orthogonality properties (6) and Eq. (7) we get

where the inner product between two vectors xm„ and
defined as
J

0

d
a r

prdr \ '

(8)

It has been shown in Chen and Bogy (1992) that for a freely
spinning disk, the orthogonality relations among the eigenfunctions can be written as follows:

\Xmn*X-pq)

r2

p = 0 q = -oo

Orthogonality Relations and Eigenfunction Expansion
Theorem

if XL,*A°,

rdr

Since Q„ is a self-adjoint linear differential operator in the
domain a < r < b, the system of eigenfunctions Rmn(r) is
complete (Stakgold, 1979), in the L2 sense, and the expansion
theorem holds for Rmn(r). Through a standard procedure for
constructing a complete system of functions of two variables
(Courant and Hilbert, 1962), it is established that the functions
{Rmn(r)e±'"e) f ° r m a complete system of functions in r and
6 in the domain 0 < 6 < 2TT, a < r < b.
After establishing the completeness of the eigenfunctions
for a freely spinning disk, we can expand the eigenfunction
solution x of Eq. (3) as the infinite linear combination

Rotation Speed Q., rpm
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and x„ is the transpose of the state vector x„

In addition,

<X°
(7)
\° - ^x0 Ax° >
To obtain the eigenvalues of Eq. (2) or (3) for the disk-load
system, we represent its eigenfunction solution as an expansion
in terms of the eigenfunctions of the freely spinning disk.
Before proceeding further, it is desirable to argue that the
eigenfunction expansion theorem holds in this case, i.e., every
continuous complex function f(r,6) satisfying the prescribed
boundary conditions can be expanded in a uniformly convergent series in the eigenfunctions of the unloaded system
00

/(r'0> = I ]

OO

S

m = 0 n= -oo

±me

First we observe that the complex functions {e ] are complete, in the L2 sense, in the domain (0, 2ir). By substituting
the separable solution
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\AAoi
A10 —B
M0! 10

and
c = (%>» coi> - ' - . c io. cn,
y.
While in practice we are unable to deal with this infinite matrix
H, we can always devise an approximation sequence in which
we expand x in terms of N modes with natural frequencies
closest to the frequency range of interest. By doing so we can
approximate Eq. (1) by a sequence of matrix equations

H„c„=0

(9)

where the N by N matrix HN is a truncation of matrix H by
retaining only TV rows and N columns. The existence of nontrivial solutions cN satisfying Eq. (9) requires
detH N =0.

WtC(/-,0).

wmn(r,6,t)=Rmn(r)ei^™,±ne)

ft1'

(10)

Equation (10) defines an M h order polynomial in A, which is
a function of the various load parameters. In the following
we will verify numerically the convergence of this approximation as /^increases. It is noted that the off-diagonal terms
in HN are responsible for the modal interactions between these
modes. In the special case in which only the diagonal terms
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are retained, Eq. (10) is equivalent to a system of TV uncoupled
linear equations in X, and the results can be reduced to those
presented in Chen and Bogy (1992), where modal interactions
were not considered.
Effects of Transverse Mass mz
It has been shown in Chen and Bogy (1992) that the presence
of mz in the load system tends to decrease the natural frequencies of the forward and backward waves, but increases
the natural frequencies of the reflected waves as long as the
natural frequency of interest is well separated from the others.
However, if two modes are almost degenerate, the modal interactions are so strong that these rules are no longer applicable. The dashed lines in Fig. 3(a) are the natural frequency
loci of modes (0, 2)r and (0, l)b for a freely spinning disk.
These two modes are degenerate when the rotation speed,
denoted by Qd, is 1092.1 rpm, which corresponds to point A
in Fig. 2. The solid lines in Fig. 3(a) are the corresponding
results for the case mz = 0.1 g. Both the solid and dashed
lines are obtained by the finite element method. As mz increases
from zero and the rotation speed is lower than Qd, the natural
frequencies tend to approach each other and eventually merge,
while the real parts of \m„ ( = amn + ioimn) become nonzero
and therefore instability is induced. On the other hand, no
merging occurs when the rotation speed is higher than 0d.
Moreover, when Q = Qd the natural frequencies separate, with
one remaining unchanged and the other decreasing, as shown
by the solid lines in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(b) the rotation speed
is fixed at 1090 rpm, just below fid, while mz ranges from 0
to 3g. The dashed lines, which are obtained by the finite element

1080

method show how the eigenvalues change as mz increases. It
is seen that these two natural frequency loci approach each
other and merge for mz greater than mzl, and split again after
mz is greater than mziIn order to reproduce the dashed lines in Fig. 3(b) by using
the eigenfunction expansion method, we followed the procedure described in the preceding section. The solid lines in Fig.
3(b) show the progress of convergence as the number of eigenfunctions in the approximation increases. The eigenfunctions used in the expansion method are chosen in such a way
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Effects of transverse mass mz = 0.01g in case C. ild = 175.5
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Fig. 3(a) Effects of transverse mass mz = 0.1g in case A. ild = 1092.1
rpm. (b) Eigenfunction expansion approximations at !i = 1090 rpm.
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Effects of friction force F, = 0.004N in case A
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Fig. 7(a) Effects of transverse stiffness kz = 1N/m in case B. n„ =
849.1 rpm. (b) it = 850 rpm.
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Effects of transverse damping cz = 0.01 Ns/m in case A

ige
that their natural frequencies are closest to the frequency range
of interest. It is found that the sequence of approximations
ms
converges monotonically to the finite element solution, the
he
dashed lines. Furthermore, it is noted that even a simple two'Omode approximation displays the important characteristics of
the eigenvalue changes, i.e., the existence of a region between
en
mzi and mz2 in which two neighboring natural frequency loci
Dei
merge and one of the modes becomes unstable.
ed
The results presented in Fig. 4 through Figs. 10 are obtained
nd
by the finite element method, except those in Figs. 1(b) and
Dei
10(6). The dashed lines in Fig. 4 are the natural frequency loci
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(b)
Fig. 10(a) Effects of friction force F, = 0.004N In case B. n 0 = 849.1
rpm. (b) Eigenfunction expansion approximations at tl = 850 rpm.

of modes (0,2) 6 and (0,1) 6 for the freely spinning disk. These
two modes are degenerate at Qd = 175.5 r p m , corresponding
to point C in Fig. 2. The solid lines correspond to the case of
mz = 0.01 g. It is seen that these two loci veer away from each
other in the u-Q plane and the degenerate natural frequencies
separate with one remaining unchanged at point C and the
other decreasing. N o instability occurs in this case, since the
real part of \mn remains zero,
Figure 5 shows the effect of mz on the natural frequencies
in the neighborhood of the intersection of two reflected waves
(0,3) r and (0,4)„ corresponding to point D in Fig. 2. The solid
Transactions of the ASME
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lines correspond to the case of mz = 0.05 g, and it is seen that
mass causes these two loci to veer away from each other, as
in the case of two backward waves, point C.
In the neighborhood of the intersection of a backward wave
and its complex conjugate pair, as for point B in Fig. 2, it is
found that mz has very little effect on the natural frequencies,
and no instability is induced.
In order to understand the mathematical structure of these
phenomena, we look into the details of the two-mode approximation. Assume for the freely spinning disk that the two
neighboring modes of interests are w°mn and w°pq with natural
frequencies wm„ and wpq, respectively,

u>nq = ^» it is easy to verify that X = iu is a root of Eq. (11),
ICtoU

This verifies the observation
oio + one
that one of the degenerate eigenvalues remains unchanged and
the other changes. If the perturbed eigenvalue is written in the
form of a power series in e, as is the usual procedure in perturbation theory, it is obvious that the radius of convergence
of the perturbation series is equal to le_ I. From Eq. (14) it
can be seen that this radius of convergence approaches zero
as ojpq - wm„ approaches zero. In particular, when wmn = wPq
the radius of convergence vanishes and the perturbation problem becomes singular.
In case C both w°mn and wpq are backward waves, and n >
M
<,„^Rm„(r)e
0, q > 0, Sm„ > 0, Spq > 0. As a result S± are complex
< , = i? P9 (/V,iq0
conjugate pairs and so are e±. Since the e associated with the
physical mass mz is changed along the positive real line in the
For convenience, we define some constants
complex e-plane and the branch points e± are complex, the
b
nb
square root term in Eq. (13) is always nonzero and purely
(r)rdr
imaginary. Consequently, X+ and X_ remain purely imaginary
!
R2m„(r)rdr,
R*pq = R%
and distinct and no frequency merging occurs. Again, at 0 =
Smn = R*mn(umn + nQ,)Rlq(i),
Spg = R*pq(copq + qQ)Rin^) Qd and o>mn = copq = u, the two eigenvalues are io> and
which will be used throughout. For this two-mode approximation, Eq. (10) now becomes a quadratic equation in the a0 + aie
In case D, both w°m„ and wpq are reflected waves, and n <
eigenvalue X,
0, q < 0, Smn < 0, Spq < 0. Again, S± are complex conjugate
2
(a0 + c*ie)X + ((30 + i8ie)X + To = 0
(11) pairs and so are e ± . Therefore the conclusion in the preceding
paragraph applies equally well to this case
where
2
In the final case B, w,mn is a backward wave and wpq is its
a 0 = 16ir a}mnwPg(wmn + nQ)(wpg + qQ )R*mnRpq
-o),0o and 0
complex conjugate, wp, = vPmn, and cdm„ = 'PIvanish and the eigenvalues are then readily obtained as
«i = 4iro)m„Wpg£(um„Spg + upqSm„)
(12)
ft = - 47T/WL<4,£ (Smn + Spq)
70 = -

'

UmnUpqCt0

_ mz
Phi

and the other root is

X ± = ±z"

2TTCO„

27rSm

,(€)«
where Sm„ is positive. Apparently, X± are purely imaginary
and no instability is induced. Both of the degenerate eigenvalues with o = 0 remain zero, and the critical speed is not
changed by mz.

ao» ai, 70 are real and /30 and 01 are purely imaginary. The
solution of (11) can be written in terms of the parameter e as

Effects of Transverse Stiffness kz
In cases when the eigenvalue of interest is well separated
A ± =
—
•
(13)
from the others, kz tends to increase the natural frequencies
2(o;o + aie)
This defines X±(e), where e must be real and positive. In order of the forward and backward waves but decrease the natural
to understand the mathematical structure of X, it is convenient frequency of the reflected wave, just opposite to the effect of
to allow e to be complex and consider X± as functions of the mz. Similar to the case of mz, these rules are not applicable
complex variable e, which are analytic except at the zeros of when the eigenvalues are almost degenerate. Figure 6 shows
the square root term. The square root branch points of X±(e) the effect of kz = O.lN/m in the neighborhood where modes
(0,l)ft and (0,2)r are degenerate. When the rotation speed is
are
higher
than Qd = 1092.1 rpm, these two natural frequency loci
e
(14)
± —S± (^pq—^mn)
merge. On the other hand, no merging occurs when Q < Qd.
where
Atfidthe degenerate eigenvalues separate, with one remaining
unchanged and the other increasing. These phenomena are very
4nSm„Spq
S±similar to those for mz, except that merging occurs on the
1 2
,±i-'4Sp~q) R mn ($)Rlq(Z) UmnUpqt
opposite side of Qd. If we fix the rotation speed a little higher
In case A where w°m„ is a backward wave and w°pq is a reflectedthan 0,;, say at 1094 rpm, and change kz, we observe a region
wave, we have n > 0 and q < 0. According to Chen and Bogy of kz between kzi and kz2, in which two natural frequency loci
(1992), it is found that S„„ > 0 and Spq < 0. Therefore, S ± merge and one of these two modes becomes unstable. This
are real and negative. When fi < Qd, it follows that wpq < characteristic is very similar to that described in Fig. 3(b), in
wm„, and consequently, the branch points e± are real and which mz is present and the rotation speed is lower than Ud.
positive. We choose le_ I < le+ I. When e is real and in the
The effects of kz in cases C and D are the same as those of
region (e_, e+), which corresponds to (mzU mz2) in Fig. 3(b), mz. Veering occurs in the co-fl diagram and no instability is
the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues X_ and X+ are identical induced, which is similar to the behaviors described in Figs. 4
and their real parts have opposite signs. When e is real and and 5. These observations suggest that the mathematical strucoutside the region (e_, e+), the real parts vanish and the im- ture for the effects of kz and mz are very similar in cases A,
aginary parts are different. On the other hand, when fi > Ud C, and D.
the branch points are real and negative, and consequently no
Around point B, which is the intersection of a backward
merging occurs. In the special case that Q = Qd and o)mn = wave and its complex conjugate pair, kz changes the eigenvalues
„

- (flo + Pic) ± [(ft, + M2~
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in a unique way. Figure 7(g) shows that the natural frequency
loci of modes (0,5) and (0,5) merge and one of the modes
becomes unstable when 0 is higher than the critical speed Qc
= 849.1 rpm. When 0 < Qc these loci tend to diverge away
from each other and no instability is induced. In Fig. 7(b) the
rotation speed is fixed at 850 rpm, a little higher than 0C, and
kz is changed from 0 to 1 N/m. The dashed and solid lines,
obtained by finite element method and two-mode approximation, respectively, are almost indistinguishable. It is found
that when kz is increased to kz, the natural frequency loci
merge to the value zero. As kz increases beyond k*, the magnitude of the real part becomes larger. It is also confirmed,
through additional calculations not shown here, that a twomode expansion is a very good approximation to the finite
element solution in the cases A, C, and D.
Analogous to the procedure used to study the effects of mz,
we next look into the details of the two-mode approximation
for kz. The eigenvalues X± can be obtained by solving the
following quadratic equation:

« 21 o>m„ I and 72 is no longer negIn this case l<
ligible. Equation (16) can then be reduced to

+ 2(0o0i - 270^1 - 27,a 0 )e + 0o - 4a07o = 0 (16)
Since in cases A, C, and D we are interested in the situations
where com„ is almost equal to w™, or I «„
« lw mn l.
it follows that 72 is very small. For the purpose of estimating
the roots of Eq. (16), which are closest to the origin, 72 may
be neglected so that Eq. (16) is reduced to a quadratic equation.
In this way the square root branch points of X(e) can be found
at

It is obvious that the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues remain
unchanged at /co, one of the real parts vanishes and the other

X2 =

^ ™ ^ ^
.
(17)
2ir(um„ + nQ)Rm„]
For fi higher than the critical speed, to, < 0 and X(e) has a
positive branch point
*

-2ircom„(o)m„ + «0)i? (

which corresponds to k* in Fig. lib). For e < e*, the bracket
in Eq. (17) is negative and X± are purely imaginary. On the
other hand, for e > e*, X± are real numbers. When fi is lower
than the critical speed, e* is real and negative and X± are always
purely imaginary for e > 0. These analyses verify the results
shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b).

Effects of Transverse Damping cz
Figure 8 shows the effect of cz = O.OlNs/m on the eigen(ao + a,e)X2 + (/30 + 0i<OX + (70 + yi« + Tit1) = 0
(15) values in case A. It is noted that the imaginary parts of the
where a 0 , 0o> and 70 are the same as those defined in Eq. (12), degenerate eigenvalues for modes (0,l) b and (0,2)r at Q,d remain
degenerate, while their real parts separate with one remaining
but «[, /Si, 71, 72, and e are changed to
zero and the other decreasing. No merging occurs in either the
ai=4ir^(Spg03pq
+
real or imaginary parts. Similarly, for cases B, C, and D we
observe that the imaginary parts of the degenerate eigenvalues
+ 2a)„,„)]
181 = - 4ir£i[Sm„um„(wmn + 2oipq) +'pqWpqiUpq
St
remain degenerate and unchanged, while the real parts separate
with one remaining zero, and the other decreasing, increasing,
7! = - 2o)m„a)pgai
or remaining unchanged, for cases C, D, and B, respectively.
\2p2
2
Again, it is verified through additional calculations that a two72 = (wmn
a) -"-m* (WUM
mode approximation is satisfactory in the case of cz.
Based on the two-mode approximation, it is found that for
0 = firf and wm„ = wpg = a), the perturbed eigenvalues are ia
Phi
e + iu, where a0 is defined in Eq. (12) and 0i is
The square root branch points of the function X(e) are the and
ao
roots of a cubic equation
changed to
- 47 2 a i e 3 + (0? - 47,0:1 - 472a0)e2
01 = 4lTW W %(S W + S 03 „).
mn

e± = T±(wm„ — upq)

real part changes to

pq

mn

pq

pq

m

e. In case A, a0 is negative and 0i

can be negative or positive, depending on the absolute values
of Sm„ and Spq. Consequently, the other real part may decrease
or increase, depending on the mode shapes of modes (m, ri)
and (p, q). In case C, both a0 and 0i are positive and the other
real part becomes negative. In case D, a0 > 0 and 0i < 0 and

where
4ira0%[2um„upq(Sm„-Spq) - (o) mn VS mn ±io) pq \]S pq ) ]
2
Wmn(u>m„-2upq)S 1 + Wpo (o>pq — 2um„)Spq] + 8wm„co„„(w,„„ —q)coS,fmn^pq
It is noted that the second term in the denominator is very
small compared to the first term because (com„ - upqf is negligible. In case A, where wmn is a backward wave and wpq is
a reflected wave, Smn > 0 and Spq < 0. In general, the absolute
values of Sm„ and Spq differ significantly because they are
determined by different modeshapes. Consequently, the bracket
term in the numerator is real and positive. Now since a0 is
negative in case A, both T+ and r_ are real and negative.
When n > Qd we have wm„ < o>pq and the branch points e±
are real and positive. When e is real and in the range (e_, €+),•
the imaginary parts of X± coincide and merging occurs, similar
to the case of mz with Q < Qd. On the other hand, when Q <
0 d , T± are real and negative and no merging occurs. In both
cases C and D, T± are complex conjugates and so are e ± . The
analyses and conclusions are then the same as those in the case
of mz.
In the final case B, for which a backward wave (m, n)b meets
its complex conjugate at the critical speed, 0o and 0i vanish.
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the other real part becomes positive. In case B, 0i vanishes
and both real parts remain zero. These analyses agree with our
numerical observations.

Effects of Pitching Parameters
Numerical results show that the effects of pitching parameters are almost the same as their transverse counterparts,
except that there is no interaction between two modes when
one of them has no nodal diameter, i.e., n = 0. This is not a
surprise if we examine the two-mode approximation. It can be
shown easily that the procedure we have gone through for the
transverse parameters applies almost in the same manner for
the pitching parameters, except that we now replace Rm„(£)
and Rpq(£) by nRmn(£) and qRpq(£), respectively. Moreover,
when one of the two modes has no nodal diameter, the off-
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diagonal terms of H2 in Eq. (10) vanish and no modal interaction is induced.
Effects of Friction Force Fe
Figure 9 shows the effects of Fe = 0.004N on the eigenvalues
in case A. It is noted that the imaginary parts of the degenerate
eigenvalues for modes (0,l)b and (0,2),. at 0^ remain degenerate
and unchanged, while their real parts separate with one remaining zero and the other decreasing. No merging occurs in
either the real or imaginary parts. Similarly, as long as Fe is
small enough, we observe the same phenomena for cases C
and D. In case B, however, friction force exhibits some unique
effects on the behavior of eigenvalue changes. Figure 10(a)
shows that for Fe = 0.004N, there exists a range of rotation
speed immediately around the critical speed flc = 849.1 rpm,
in which the natural frequency loci of modes (0,5) and (0,5)
merge and remain zero, while the real parts separate. When fl
= flc, one of the real parts remains zero and the other becomes
negative. In Fig. 10(6) the rotation speed is fixed at 850 rpm
and Fe has the range 0 to 0.01N. The dashed lines, which are
the finite element solutions, show that the natural frequency
loci start to merge as Fe increases to F*e and remain so as Fe
continues increasing. The real parts coincide and remain negative for Fe < Fl, but separate for Fe > Fg. As FB increases
to a very large value, it is found that the upper branch of the
real part loci approaches zero. When we try to use eigenfunction expansion to reproduce the dashed lines by choosing the
eigenfunctions with the smallest eigenvalues, we observe that
the approximation deteriorates as the number of modes used
in the expansion increases, as shown by the solid lines in Fig.
10(6). However, if we choose only the four modes (0,5)n (0,5)r,
(0.5)/, and (0,5)/in the expansion, the result of this four-mode
approximation agrees very well with the dashed lines, although
the natural frequency of (0,5)/, 110.7 Hz, is very large compared to the frequency range of our current interest. This
phenomenon is also observed in cases A, C, and D. Consequently, a two-mode approximation can no longer exhibit all
the important features of the eigenvalue changes in the case
of friction force, but a properly chosen four-mode approximation is very good.
Conclusions
Modal interactions in a spinning disk-stationary load system
are studied by use of a numerical finite element method and
by an eigenfunction expansion method. Their mathematical
structures are analyzed in detail by considering a two-mode
approximation. The results can be summarized as follows:
(1) In the cases of A, C, and D, as shown in Fig. 2, for a
transverse mass mz there are two branch points e ± associated
with the eigenvalues as functions of e = —rr on the complex
phi
e-plane. In case A, e± are real and positive when fl < Qj.
Frequency merging occurs and instability is induced when e
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lies between e+ and e_ along the real line. If fl > fld, e± are
real and negative and no merging occurs. In cases C and D,
e± are complex conjugate pairs, no merging occurs but there
is frequency veering.
(2) In the case of a transverse stiffness kz, there also exist
two branch points e± for cases A, C and D. In case A, e± are
real and positive when fl > fld, but negative for fl < Qd, just
opposite to the effect of mz. In cases C and D, e± are complex
conjugate pairs. In case B, there exists a single real branch
point e*. For fl higher than the critical speed and e > e*,
merging occurs and instability is induced.
(3) In all the cases of A, B, C, and D, for a transverse
damping cz the imaginary parts of the degenerate eigenvalues
remain degenerate and unchanged, while the real parts separate
with one remaining zero and the other changing, except for
case B, in which both real parts remain zero. No merging occurs
in either the real or imaginary parts of the eigenvalues.
(4) The effects of the pitching parameters are almost the
same as their transverse counterparts, except that there is no
modal interaction if one of the modes has no nodal diameter.
(5) In cases A, C, and D, for friction force F9 the imaginary
parts of the degenerate eigenvalues remain degenerate and
unchanged, while the real parts separate with one remaining
zero and the other changing. No merging occurs in either the
real or imaginary parts of the eigenvalues. In case B, however,
there exists a range of rotation speeds immediately around the
critical speed in which the natural frequency loci merge and
remain zero, while the real parts separate. Unlike the transverse
and pitching parameters, at least four modes are required in
the eigenfunction expansion to reproduce the characteristics
of the eigenvalue changes due to friction force.
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